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OUR PHILOSOPHY

Rizzante Hotels, e
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JUST SIT BACK AND
RELAX, WE’LL THINK
OF EVERYTHING
FOR YOU
Just sit back and relax, we’ll think of everything for you
As a family our spontaneous hospitality has always made us
stand out above others.
The Rizzante Hotel group’s growth has allowed us to improve
efficiency and a constant increase of our service standards
that we offered to our guests. Those who choose to spend, a
well deserved holiday with us are guarantee our full attention.

Welcomes you!

Family Rizzante

emotional holidays
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OUR PHILOSOPHY

OUR MISSION IS TO
FULFILL YOUR WISHES

HOTEL OR RESIDENCE
IN JESOLO

HOTEL IN VENICE
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HOTEL MARINA

HOTEL ADLON

RESIDENCE MARINA

RESIDENCE HOTEL PROGRESSO

HOTEL ARCADIA

HOTEL ALLE GUGLIE

Families with children, or four legged friends, cycling lovers, passionate golf players, young single people or a group of friends
looking for a carefree, relaxing and fun holiday.The standards that define us are, the level of expectations that we always strive to
meet, by offering a wide range of offers. Whatever your needs may be, we are here to meet the quality standards of our Hotel
Group, which is well recognizable in every one of our facilities.

FUTURE OPENING MAY 2019

HOTEL VILLA SORRISO

RESIDENCE VILLA VALENTINA

NEW 5 STAR HOTEL

IN JESOLO OR IN VENICE
CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE
HOLIDAY FOR YOU
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Our Hotels
in Jesolo
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

HOTEL
MARINA
3 star seafront hotel
A restored historical property that welcomes you with it’s ample spaces and modern facilities.
Hotel Marina is known for its excellent cuisine, attention dedicated to families with young children. You can find a large terrace with a bar and sun beds, Swimming pool, small
children’s pool and playgrounds area.
The tree-lined drive leading to the entrance of the hotel reflects the peacefulness of the hotel. A central and strategic
location in the heart of Jesolo easy for you to reach all the local attraction, even by bike, which are available free of charge.

www.hotelmarinajesolo.it
Via Dante Alighieri, 18
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.380038
info@hotelmarinajesolo.it

Spacious, tranqu
8

il and good food
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

Rooms
Hotel Marina offers different types of rooms to suit different needs. All of which have recently be refurbished.

Standard Room
A modern style room which can sleep up to 4 people Double bed or twin beds, some of the rooms can have an extra third bed if
required.

Family Room
The family room has been thought of for parents
and their children, two communicating rooms allowing a little privacy.
Families are definitely the most demanding guest
to whom we always want to guarantee the best facilities and the greatest care. For this reason, family
rooms are a great solution and can sleep up to 4
people.
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Superior Room
The Superior rooms are situated in the main structure of Hotel
Marina and can sleep up to 4 people. The rooms have recently

been renovated and the design and the furniture were chosen
to create an elegant a sophisticated environment.

Sea front rooms
The sea front rooms can sleep up to 3 people and are highly
requested by our guests. Each of which has a sea front balcony
overlooking the Adriatic Sea where you can sit and watch the

sunrise, a romantic sunset or the moon and stars! Making your
stay with us, unforgettable.
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

Our mission, is your satisfaction.
We dedicate our full attention to even the smallest
of your needs, and the standard of our service.

A happy
fa mily holiday

Hotel Marina dedicates special attention to families and smaller
guests making sure they feel at home.
• Children are welcomed with a welcome pack.

• Outdoor swimming pool

• Free hire charge for use of bikes equipped with children’s seats

• Reserved Sea front umbrellas and sun beds on the beach

• Hire of a pushchair if needed

• Free entrance every day at Gomma piuma

• Baby sitting service

(entrance to the park costs 9.00 euro)

• Baby dance in the evening on the sea front terrace

• Discounted tickets for Sea life, Tropicarium and Aqualandia

• Play room

• Baby’s bath on request

• Animation and entertainment in the hotel and on the

• Changing unit on request

beach from May to September
• Children’s menu
• Personalized dishes for those who have special dietary requirements
• Sky TV with children’s channels
12

• Bottle warmer on request
• Cot on request

HOTEL SERVICES
Car park
Car parking along our private road which
leads to the hotel.
Wi-Fi
free wi-fi connection throughout the hotel.
Terrace and Outdoor swimming pool
Our terrace is one of the biggest in Lido
di Jesolo. Guests will find a well-stocked
bar, shaded tables with sun loungers in
the large solarium area and a fantastic
sea front swimming pool, plus a smaller
children’s pool.
Bar Hotel Marina
We have 2 bars in the hotel, one by the
pool and the other inside, so the choice is yours! By the pool, you can just sit
back and enjoy an aperitif,Lunch or even
a snack

Breakfast
Breakfast is served by the pool on our big
sea front terrace. Our breakfast buffet will
leave you spoilt for choice, with such a
wide range different types of food and we
even cater for our guests who may have
special dietary requirements.

Private beach
The beach in front of the hotel is reserved
for guests who will always find sun beds
and umbrellas available.

Restaurant
Our restaurant is on a charming veranda,
surrounded by natural light, creating a
relaxing atmosphere which will accompany you whilst tasting our gastronomic
delights. We offer an incredible wine list
with some of the best Italian and international wine labels.
Hotel Bikes
Our hotel bikes are equipped with
children’s seats.

ROOM SERVICES
• Air-conditioning and heating
• Satellite TV
• Digital safe

• Hairdryer
• Telephone
• Sky Vision
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

HOTEL
ADLON
Four star sea front Hotel is one of it’s kind in Jesolo, open all
year with an outdoor heated swimming pool. Ideal for who
is looking for a holiday by the sea. The rooms are elegant
and modern ideal for families with children, offering a welcome pack for children on arrival, mini club, children’s entertainment during the summer, baby sitting service on request,
and free hire of bikes for all the family.
Ideal also for those who travel with their 4 legged friends,
cycling lovers, passionate golf players, young single people
or a group of friends looking for a carefree, relaxing and fun
holiday. Also for those who love to visit the sea in the winter
or the splendid territory that surrounds Jesolo and the beautiful city of Art, Venice. Hotel Adlon will fulfil of your needs.
The high level of our cuisine standards for us is very important,
starting with breakfast , continuing at lunch and following
through to dinner, with a constant change in menu. Our staff
pay great attention to specific needs of every individual guest,
in case of allergies and intolerances.
For who is looking for something special, Hotel Adlon is the
perfect location. The Adriatic Sparkling Suite is an elegant attic suite, with an incredible view of Jesolo, ensures dreamy
moments.

www.hoteladlonjesolo.it
Via Dante Alighieri II a.m., 11
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.92212
info@hoteladlonjesolo.it

Excellent hospitality,
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position and facilities
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO
The rooms have all been refurbished and have a sea-view balcony, furnished in a contemporary and elegant design. All rooms are equipped with private facilities, shower and hairdryer,

telephone, air conditioning, Sat TV, Hi- Speed WI-FI, digital safe
and a mini bar.

Comfort
and relax
Standard room

At hotel Adlon the standard rooms are thought of
for accommodating two people, some even can
sleep up to four.
Offering you a spacious terrace over-looking the
Adriatic Sea. The rooms have an elegant design,
which were chosen with great detail.

Seafront room
The sea front chic and elegant rooms are highly
requested by our guests and sleep up to 2 people,
it’s possible to add a cot if needed.
Each of which has a sea front balcony overlooking
the Adriatic Sea, where you can sit and watch the
sunrise, a romantic sunset or the moon and stars!
Making your stay with us unforgettable.
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Adriatic Sparkling Suite
The Adriatic Sparkling Attic Suite is one of our most
exclusive rooms in the Hotel, perfect for who is
seeking a holiday in Jesolo in total comfort.
The Suite is over 40 meters squared and can sleep
up to 4 people. Two 50 LCD TV, prestigious wine
bar , spacious terrace garden facing the sea.

Family Room
Our Family Rooms are fantastic and comfy, an alternative for those wishing to spend their holiday
with their family.
Two separate communicating double rooms with
big balconies with. Share magical moments with
your family at Hotel Adlon!
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

Our intention is to look after you and make your stay as happy
as possible fulfilling even your biggest or smallest request.

Make your pets
feel at home too
We also want to make your four legged friends feel at home too, they have
full access in the hotel, the pool area and even the restaurant.
• On arrival you will be given a welcome pack to use during your stay.
• You will have at your disposal even food and water bowls.
• Hygienic bags for dogs
• If needed we can contact local VET 24 hours a day
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HOTEL SERVICES
Car park
Spacious car park
Wi-Fi
WIFI connection throughout the hotel
Heated outdoor Swimming pool
Heated outdoor Swimming pool which is
possible to use in both Winter and Summer.
Mini Club
An area totally thought of for children
where they can have fun and allow parents to relax and make the most of their
holiday.
Gym
In the fitness room you can use the tread mill, exercise bikes and other exercise
equipment to keep you fit even when on
holiday.

Bar
A well stocked bar open 24 hours a day.
You can even treat yourselves to a thirst
quenching cocktail by the pool.

prepared to cope with any dietary problems and allergies you may have.
Obviously we have a special menu for
children.

Breakfast
What better way to start your day than
having breakfast with a sea view. We offer
a wide range of products, sweet and savoury and even Gluten Free.

Bikes
Free use of bikes that are even fitted with
children’s seats

Restaurant
Is open from April to October where you
can eat traditional Venetian dishes and
even International cuisine. In particular
fish, seasonal products and deserts. An
amazing choice at the salad buffet, raw
and cooked vegetables, cold plates with
a variety of dressings.
Customized menus
Kitchen and Dining room staff are well

Private beach
The beach in front of the hotel is reserved
for guests, who will always find sun beds
and umbrellas and hotel beach towel.
Meeting room
Our Meeting room can hold up to 50
people. If required we have a projector,
white board with paper. It’s even possible
to book the meeting room even for half a
day if needed, we can even provide a light
lunch and a coffee bar.

ROOM SERVICES
• Air conditioning/ Heating

• Free Hi-Speed WIFI

• Satellite TV LCD 32

• Gold Sky

• Mini bar

• Shower with Chromotherapy

• Large safes where you can even fit your laptop in
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

HOTEL
VILLA SORRISO
An ideal destination for who is looking for a relaxing atmosphere, with a homely feel, here you will be able to recharge
your batteries!
A four star sea front hotel with a health spa, heated Swimming
pool, Sauna, Turkish Baths, and relaxing beds. We have a wide
choice of beauty treatments and massages.
Breakfast is served on the panoramic terrace on the third floor in the Summer, in the Winter on the seafront terrace on the
ground floor. Free use of bikes and a private beach. Hotel Villa
Sorriso is in the hearts of the centre of Jesolo and our seafront restaurant is ideal for a quick lunch or a romantic dinner.

www.villasorriso.com
Via Bafile X accesso al mare, 13
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.380654
info@villasorriso.com

A mix of happiness and re
20

relax in the heart of Jesolo
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OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

Rooms
The rooms at Hotel Villa Sorriso are very welcoming, all very spacious, a lot of which have a seafront view, others have a balcony with
a side sea view, making you feel at home. Some even have a small kitchen area and dining table.

Standard Room
The Standard rooms have a comfy double bed, shower and desk. Ideal for those who don’t have special space requirements. There
are two different types of standard rooms, one which doesn’t have a balcony and the other with a pleasant sea view. Some even
have a small kitchen area, for those who wishes to be able to cook whilst on holiday.

Sea Front rooms
Our sea front room have a natural feel to them
and are very much appreciated by our guest. The
spacious balconies allow you to enjoy the amazing
panoramic view of Jesolo any time of the day. Allowing you to sit back and enjoy an aperitif or a
quick meal in the luxury of your own room.
If you are looking for a seafront suite then we have
just what you may be looking for. Ideally sleep two
people, however we are able to add an extra bed
if required, lounge area, practical Kitchen with a dishwasher and saucepans etc.
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Belvedere
Seafront Suite
The Belvedere Suite is a gem, spacious seafront
balconies with chairs and sun beds. A double bed
or twin beds, kitchen area, chairs and dining table
and a sofa bed. A very bright room, due to the fact
that there are two seafront balconies.
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RIVENDITORE AUTORIZZATO PRODOTTI

OUR HOTELS IN JESOLO

If you are looking for a balance between body and
mind, sport, relax and time for yourself, you’ve come
to the right place. Let us spoil you!

Seafront
wellness

Hotel Villa Sorriso is the perfect for those of you who are looking
for chance to completely dedicate time to their wellness.
• Spa Area
• Heated Swimming pool with hydromassage
• Sauna
• Turkish Baths
• Kneipp Therapy
• Relaxing beds
• Light break with fruit, water and herbal tea
• Spa Kit with spa slippers, robe and a towel
• Massage
• Face and Body Beauty treatments
• Beautician
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HOTEL VILLA SORRISO’S SERVICES
Car Park
Private monitored parking space which is
partially covered.
Terrace Sorriso Restaurant
The terrace restaurant is an ideal location
for lunch or a romantic dinner, an unique
dining experience. It’s situated on the
ground floor of the hotel on the sea front
and can host up to 70 people.
Panoramic Terrace
The Belvedere Terrace is situated on the
third floor of the hotel and offers you a
splendid view of the sandy beach and sea.
An ideal location for a private event or party.
Spa
The Sorriso Spa is overlooking the
beach and offers a wide choice for those who want to indulge in: In the heated

swimming pool Hydromassage,Kneipp
therapy,Turkish bath, sauna, relaxation
area where you can treat yourself to an
incredible massage, or facial and body
treatments, you will find something that
will suit your needs.
Bar
The bar is open all year round and overlooks the sea front terrace. Ideal for a
coffee or cappuccino, freshly squeezed
fruit juice or a club sandwich, a snack for
a light lunch or dinner.
Breakfast
Breakfast is served in the sea front dining
room on the ground floor. We are proud
of the breakfast that we offer our guests,
a vast choice of products for everyone,
and wide selection of Gluten free products, homemade cakes, numerous va-

riety of cheeses. A large assortment of
sliced cold meats, fruit juices, jam and
yogurt.
Bikes
Free use of the hotel bikes which are fitted with children’s seats
Private beach
The beach in front of the hotel is reserved
for guests, who will always find sun beds
and umbrellas and hotel beach towel.
Wi-Fi
Free WI-Fi throughout the hotel

ROOM SERVICES
• Air conditioning/heating

• Welcome set and bedroom slippers

• LCD16/9 satellite TV

• Free WI-FI

• Safe

• Some rooms have a kitchen area

• Telephone
• Hairdryer
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NEXT OPENING 2019

NEW 5 STAR HOTEL

This is not just a 5 star hotel that will complete the collection
of Rizzante hotel group, but it’s about a project, and a dream
that is going to come true! With 50 years of management experience and expertise gained by the group, this new project is

the next stepping stone. The facilities that the hotel will offer are
obviously at a high level and standard, matching those that a 5
star hotel must offer their guests, satisfy their expectations.

Stay Tuned...

An exciting new Rizzante
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WE ARE EXTREMELY PROUD TO PRESENT TO YOU,
RIZZANTE HOTEL GROUP’S NEWEST PROJECT.

HOTEL
Modern interior design throughout the hotel, which will
be noticeable even in smallest of detail, 74 luxury rooms,
heated outdoor swimming pool on the top floor of the
hotel, exclusive American bar on the top, restaurant seating 250 seats, a beautiful designed sea front location.
The ideal location for those who are looking for an exclusive, luxurious and chic holiday.

e project is arriving in Jesolo
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Residence
in Jesolo
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

RESIDENCE
MARINA
Residence Marina is directly facing Hotel Marina’s gardens,
this is an important factor as it’s a perfect location for families
with children as there is no need to cross any roads to get to
the beach or the pool, and is perfect as all our facilities are just
a stone throw away.
As well as the kitchenette the apartments all have air conditioning and heating, digital safe, satellite TV, telephone and
car parking. Guests staying in Residence Marina can use all of
Hotel Marine’s facilities.

www.residencemarina.it
Via Dante Alighieri, 18
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.380038
info@hotelmarinajesolo.it

Apartments imm
30

mersed in nature
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

Studio Apartment
A small apartment for those who need to have 4 beds in one large room, a double bed and a bunk bed, a small living room with
kitchenette and a private terrace. Can sleep up to four people and has the use of services as like the other apartments. At a more
convenient price.

Two Roomed Apartment
A classical holiday home with a double bed room and an additional single bed, lounge area with a sofa bed, kitchen area with a
dishwasher. With a comfortable size terrace that can hold up to five people.
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Three Roomed Apartment
This is an ideal solution for a group of friends or family who wish to share two bedrooms as there is a double bedroom with an
additional single bed, a small room with a bunk bed and a lounge and kitchen area. It sleeps up to five people.

Services
• Kitchenette with a dishwasher
• Air conditioning/heating
• Digital safe
• Satellite TV
• Children’s entertainment from June to September
• Private car park

• Swimming pool at Hotel Marina
• Bikes
• Private beach with sun beds and umbrella
• Daily cleaning with change of linen
• Solarium, beach bar and TV room in the hotel
• Dining in the hotel restaurant (Reservation ONLY)
• Free entrance to the Bouncy Castle Park Gomma Piuma
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

HOTEL
PROGRESSO
RESIDENCE
It’s one of it’s kind, the residence allows access to housing
units in a completely independent way, recently renovated
in 2014, providing 12 different types of apartments to suit
everyone’s needs. All the apartments however are equipped
with the most modern facilities.
Digital safe, LCD Satellite TV with SKY gold, Air conditioning/
heating, private car parking, kitchen area with dishwasher and
a big fridge.
Hotel Progesso Residence gives you the best of both world,
whilst staying in a residence you have all the facilities of a hotel. Daily Cleaning services with change of towels.
Last but not least, the position is fantastic, just a few steps
from the beach and a short distance from the other Rizzante’s group hotels, Adlon and Marina where it’s possible to
dine at breakfast, lunch and dinner, and also use all of their
facilities.

www.residenceprogresso.it
Via Dante Alighieri V a.m., 5
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.92212
info@residenceprogresso.it

Your independent apartment
34

t with all a menities of a hotel
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

Studio apartment
A comfortable studio apartment sleeps up to four
people. One bedroom apartment with a small
kitchen area and dishwasher.

Mini
A small studio apartment, sleeps up to three people,
it has with a small kitchen area with a dishwasher.

A small two
roomed apartment
A two roomed apartment, sleeps up to four people. One bedroom and lounge area with a sofa bed,
kitchen area and dishwasher.

A two roomed
apartment
A comfortable two roomed apartment sleeps up to
five people. One bedroom, lounge area with a sofa
bed, and a kitchen area with a dishwasher.
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A two roomed
apartment with
a balcony
A cosy two roomed apartment with a balcony, sleeps
up to four people. One bedroom, lounge area with a
sofa bed, and a kitchen area with a dishwasher.

A two roomed
apartment with
a private terrace
A cosy two roomed apartment with a private terrace, sleeps up to five people.
One bedroom, lounge area with a sofa bed, and a
kitchen area with a dishwasher.

A two roomed
apartment with
a terrace and balcony
A cosy two roomed apartment with a private terrace and a balcony, sleeps up to four people.
One large bedroom, lounge area with a sofa bed,
and a kitchen area with a dishwasher.

Services
• Kitchenette with a dishwasher
• Air conditioning/heating
• Digital safe
• Satellite TV
• Private car park

• Swimming pool at Hotel Marina
• Bikes
• Private beach with sun beds and umbrella
• Daily cleaning with change of linen
• Dining in the hotel restaurant (Reservation ONLY)
• Free entrance to the Bouncy Castle Park Gomma Piuma
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

VILLA
VALENTINA
RESIDENCE
Villa Valentina Residence consists of six apartments equipped
with every day comforts and is a fantastic alternative for those
who prefer to choose a different location than our other residences and apartments which are all in Marconi Square area.
Located in a residential area behind Piazza Mazzini, in the heart
and soul of entertainment.
The apartments have a private beach, car park, satellite TV. There are three apartments with a garden and three apartments
with a private balcony. Situated in one of most popular areas,
due to the fact it’s easy to get to the attractions, shops and
restaurants.
Villa Valentina offers guests a private beach. Every apartment
has an allocated umbrella and two sun beds. You will find daily
entertainment on the sandy shore for both adults and children,
don’t be shy join in, play a game of bowls, or take part ina
group work out and so much more!

www.villavalentinajesolo.it
Via Cordevole, 19
30016 Lido di Jesolo - Venezia - Italia
+39.0421.92212
info@hoteladlonjesolo.it

Perfect compromise, a peacefu
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l location and Jesolo’s night life
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RESIDENCE IN JESOLO

Two roomed
apartment with
a garden
A cosy two roomed apartment with a private garden, sleeps up to four, one bedroom with a double
bed and a bunk bed, a lounge and a small kitchen
area with a dishwasher. Enjoy lunch or dinner outside in the private garden where you will find an
outdoor dining table.
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Two roomed apartment with a balcony
A cosy two roomed apartment with a private garden, sleeps up
to four, one bedroom with a double bed and a bunk bed, a
lounge and a small kitchen area with a dishwasher.

The apartment has an independent entrance and has recently
been refurbished with a modern style and design.

Services
• Kitchenette with a dishwasher

• Private car park

• Air conditioning/heating

• Private garden or balcony

• Digital safe

• Private beach with sun beds and umbrella

• Satellite TV

• Free entrance to the Bouncy Castle Park Gomma Piuma
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The Hotels
to Venice
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HOTELS IN VENICE

HOTEL
ALLE GUGLIE
A small 3 star hotel in the heart of Venice. The rooms all have,
free WI_FI, air conditioning/heating, safe and mini bar. The
reception staff are multilingual and are there 24 hours a day
to satisfy your every need.
Hotel alle guglie is in one of the most magical areas of Venice and its charm will leave you speechless. Very easy to get
to from Piazzale Roma and just a short walk from the train
station. The hotel is situated straight after the Guglie Bridge
and is facing Strada Nuova, where a typical Venetian Market is
held. Nearby you can find the Venice Casino, a Jewish ghetto
and Palazzo Labia, also its only a 15 minute walk to St Marks
Square and Rialto Bridge
You will find a vast buffet to choose from for breakfast, which
is served in a typical Venetian style dining room, which looks
onto the daily Venetian fruit market. Whilst drinking your morning coffee you can sit back and enjoy the stunning gothic
architecture of the nearby buildings.

www.hotelalleguglie.com
Ponte delle Guglie, Cannaregio, 1523
30121 Venezia - Italia
+39.041.717351
info@hotelalleguglie.com

An emotional experience in t
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the historical centre of Venice
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HOTELS IN VENICE

Rooms
The rooms have antique wooden furniture, elegant damask tapestries on the walls, Venetian eighteenth-century furnishings, Murano
mirrors and light fittings an elegant atmosphere to create a feeling and wellness.

Classic double and triple room
Classic double or a triple room sleeps 2/3 people, with an elegant design and all comforts. Air conditioning/heating, mini bar, safe,
LCD TV, telephone.
All of which have their own bathroom, with a crystal and mosaic tiled shower, hairdryer, mirror and welcome set.

Superior
Double Room
The Superior double room have a fantastic view
of the Guglie Bridge, facing Strada Nuova. Larger
than the standard rooms and have larger windows,
tastefully decorated with traditional 17th Century Venetian style, but at the same time there is no
lack of comfort: Air conditioning/heating, mini bar,
safe, LCD TV, telephone. All of which have their own
bathroom, with a crystal and mosaic tiled shower,
hairdryer, mirror and welcome set.
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Family suite
Our Family Suite is ideal for a family of 5 and has a
beautiful peaceful view of the Venetian rooftops, A
two bed roomed attic suite with air conditioning/
heating, mini bar,TV and telephone, tastefully decorated with traditional 17th Century Venetian style,
but at the same time there is no lack of modern
comforts. The suite has a bathroom, with a crystal
and mosaic tiled shower, hairdryer, mirror and welcome set.

Services
• Air conditioning/heating
• Free WI-FI
• Safe
• Mini bar
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HOTELS IN VENICE

ARCADIA
BOUTIQUE
HOTEL
Hotel Arcadia is a splendid, charming residence in the centre
of Venice, ideal for those who wish to live the Venetian dream in such a magical city. The sophisticated elegance of this
small, but refined Boutique Hotel can be seen in its captivating and romantic furnishing, a blend of period and modern,
with a hint of contemporary colour and an atmosphere born
of a glorious past.
The setting is a splendid 17th century palace that harks back
to the magnificent aristocratic age of Venice. The atmosphere is of a welcoming Hotel with all its modern comforts. Acadia Boutique Hotel is a perfect blend of eastern and western,
contemporary colour and period details.

www.hotelarcadia.net
Rio Terà San Leonardo, 1333
Cannaregio, 30121 Venezia - Italia
+39.041.717355
info@hotelarcadia.net

In the center of the most
48

beautiful city in the world
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HOTELS IN VENICE

Rooms
Le camere dell’Hotel Arcadia sono arredate in stile tipico veneziano rivisitato in chiave moderna, con dettagli moderni che le rendono eleganti e raffinate. Alcune godono di un’ottima vista sulla città di Venezia e sulle sue calli, per chi vuole vivere la vita pulsante
della città più bella del mondo. La colazione, sempre inclusa, è molto apprezzata dagli ospiti.

Classic single room
The typical Venetian style, modern design and
technology are all combined with elegant harmony
in our Single room, equipped with high level comfort
and characterized by a refined and accurate attention to details. The room is particularly suited to those who travel alone but still want a comfortable and
exclusive ambience.

Classic double room
Classic double room offers a comfortable and elegant atmosphere for those that are travelling as a
couple.

Superior
double room
Characterized by a refined and accurate attention to
details. Suited those who are looking for something
special during their stay in Venice. The courtesy set
is signed by Roberto Cavalli by Arcadi Boutique Hotel. Alternatively on request, you can have a certified
natural or vegan Italian courtesy set.
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Junior suite
The Biggest and most luxurious room in a contemporary Venetian Style, blended together in harmony
with modern technology, creating an exclusive and
very refined atmosphere. Perfect for those who are
planning a romantic, relaxing weekend away. The
room is very bright and has a large windows that
will let you enjoy the fabulous Venetian Life surrounding Arcardi Boutique Hotel.

Services
• Air conditioning/heating

• LED Satellite TV

• Free WI-FI

• Double orthopaedic pillows

• Mini bar

• Robe

• Telephone

• Slippers

• Safe

• Courtesy set

Deluxe
double room
This room is particularly suitable for those who
want to experience an exclusive stay in absolute
comfort with a focus on light and the incredible
view.All the deluxe double rooms are very bright
and have large window allowing you to have a fantastic view of Venetian streets surrounding Arcadia
Boutique hotel. Other rooms have a stunning view
of the main street Rio Tera San Leonardo, while
others overlook a quiet and relaxing courtyard.
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Discovering
Jesolo and the
surrounding
territory
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JESOLO AND SURROUNDINGS

JESOLO ISN’T JUST
A SEASIDE LOCATION
A city that you will enjoy, where you can relax and have fun, Jesolo is just that, whether you’re staying in a hotel or a residence
.Jesolo offers not only a beautiful beach but offers high quality
services and numerous other things to do and see, making you
stay as unforgettable as possible. The opportunities are so many

that sometimes they’re missed, ignored or simply not known
about. Jesolo is known of from it’s fun and entertainment ,
not just for adults but for children too. We are sure you will appreciate our words of advice, letting you know just how many
different things there are to do during your stay in Jesolo.

The city that will give you all the fun an
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Golf lovers can spend some time at Jesolo’s Golf Club, 18 hole
golf course immersed in the lush green surroundings, overseen
by the Venetian Lagoon.
Porto Turistico is ideal for those who prefer sailing. Apart from
the sea and beach you are guaranteed fun with the animation
beach staff. Bowls, beach volleyball tournaments or a ride on a
pedalo As the sun sets another part of Jesolo is yet to be discovered. Jesolo’s night life, there is such a variety of things to do.
From listening to live music, dancing the night away, going to
the cinema or even a long walk along the sea shore.
Jesolo is to enjoyed in so many ways, even in winter during
the festive season there are many different events taking place
satisfying both adults and children. The Sand Nativity in Piazza
Marconi is the biggest sand nativity in Italy. The artists come
from all over the world to create such a breathtaking pieces of
art. There are also Gospel concerts, the Father Christmas fun
run and other activities especially for the little ones.
An appointment not to be missed, New Year’s Eve, thousands
every year come to events in the squares, in the past famous singers and entertainers have performed making sure that everyone is enjoying themselves whilst waiting for the countdown to
the beginning of a New Year.

Impossible to get bored,
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After the New Year has come and gone there is still plenty to do.
theater Vivaldi has a full programme of high quality show taking
place throughout the year. The Tropicarium park and Sea Life
are open all year and have fascinating colourful fish and exotic
animals to see. Pala Arrex is a enormous Congress centre and
hosts cultural, sports, and tourism events and concerts throughout the year. Jesolo is to be appreciated also for its nature,
for the splendor of the nearby towns and villages, but also for its
cuisine. Jesolo is like a good glass of wine, simply to enjoy at
any time of the year.

Breathtaking
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MAGICAL VENICE, THE MOST
UNIQUE CITY IN THE WORLD IS
JUST A STONES THROW AWAY
FROM JESOLO.
Venice is considered to be the most beautiful city in the world,
so much so that other countries have tried to imitate it. The architecture, Murano glass, Burano lace, but Venice is unique and
one of its kind it is incredibly fascinating at any time of the year.
Lots of tourist combined a holiday by the sea and culture, also
because it only takes 50 minute to arrive from Jesolo to Venice,
travelling by boat across the lagoon immersing in the spectacu-

lar vision of an unbelievable landscape. A fantastic opportunity
to spend a day in stunning Venice or even visiting the Venetian
Islands, Murano, Burano, or Torcello. Allowing to live the Venetian traditions, an experience you will never forget.Visiting the
Islands is a breathtaking journey by boat, sailing across the sea
into the lagoon.followed by a bit of shopping in the local craftsmen shops.

Culture, history
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ALL OF THIS AND SO MUCH MORE, FROM GUIDED TOURS, MUSEUM TICKETS IN VENICE, AND
ALSO TICKETS FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT JUST
CONTACT OUR RECEPTION OR FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO BOOK
OR BUY EVERYTHING THAT YOU MAY NEED TO
DISCOVER THE VENETIAN GEMS.

and museu ms
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MURANO, BURANO AND TORCELLO
THE LITTLE GEMS OF THE SEA

The island of his
After crossing the south side of the Lagoon you will come across Torcello A
unique island that preserves the charm
of an unchanged past: which you can
clearly see when visiting percious buildings such as Saint Maria Assunta Cathedral and Saint Fosca Church.
The next stop is Murano, the Island of
glass masters, The art of glass making
dates back to medieval times. Which
has today reached unmatched levels.
We strongly recommend that you visit
as it’s spectacular to watch the glass
masters blowing glass.
The island of Burano is a small fishing
village, extremely picturesque, famous
in the world for lace making. Wandering around the street between its
colourful homes with be an unique
emotion.
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VENICE CARNIVAL
Venice Carnival is one of the most important carnivals in the
world. A two week celebration an unmissable experience people come from all over the world to take part. Exclusive masks
and costumes are worn to the most glamorous and exclusive
parties or thousands of tourist wear their costumes in St Marks
square hoping to be noticed. The oldest document concerning
the use of Venetian masks dates back to 2nd May, 1268,when

the king of Austria ruled he forbid the use of masks during carnival except for private parties. Carnival started the last Sunday
in October and it was at its peak the day after the epiphany and
the closing date was the day before Lent. Stages were put up
along the Riva Schiavoni, in the squares and in the main square,
St Marks. There were jumping jacks, acrobats, and they ate
fruit, sweet, chestnuts and pancakes.

Thousand faces of t
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Carnival was a celebration where everyone took part, in the
theatres, palaces, squares, and cafes. The rich and the poor
during carnival everyone was equal. Over the years the importance of the costume and mask has be re-valuated due to the
popular request from people all over the world wanting to take
part in such an amazing, once in a life time event. Carnival lasts
8 days and finishes on Shrove Tuesday, tourist fill the streets and

square of Venice, singing and dancing creating a unique and
fantastic atmosphere. Concert, parties and shows are organized in St Marks Square, and numerous exclusive private parties
and Venetian Balls take place in some of the most prestigious
and antique Venetian Palaces. Making Venice Carnival one of
the most exciting moments of the year.

the city on the water
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ITINERARY
Jesolo is a great starting point not only for you to reach Venice but also to experience the artistic atmosphere in historical
Venetian cities of art. Adding to your travel journal pages full of
emotion and new cultural experiences.
Padova is a big traditional artistic and cultural city, for example
you can admire master pieces by Giotto, discover The chapel
of the scrovegni and Donatello’s at the Basilica of Saint Antonio,
the saint of the poor. You can also visit one of the most Prestigious universities in Europe. Not forgetting to have an Expresso
at Cafe Pedrocchi continuing with a relaxing walk around the
Park Prato delle Valle. This square is one of its kind and is the
biggest in Italy and Europe.
Verona is the best choice for those who are more romantic
than others, where you can visit Verona’s Arena where events
and concerts are hosted.
Guliette’s house and famous balcony, Shakespeare wrote his famous work of art known around the world. For those who seek
something a little different, why not visit Bassano del Grappa,
Asolo or Marostica, among other places. The antique villages
are among the most beautiful in Italy, overlooking breathtaking
views and the city is embraced by an outside wall.
If you are looking for an “on the road” experience then you
must visit some of the incredible Venetian Villas, small jewels
embellished with majestic gardens, fountains with magic water
games, Castles and other private estates. Some of which have
been added to UNESCO National heritage list.

The discovery of the other
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VENETIAN
CUISINE
The Venetian cuisine is based on using rich, genuine products
for the local area, due to the influences of foreign peoples, the
mix of different cultures, dating back to history of the Serenissima Republic of Venice and its affairs. These four basic ingredients were used from which the most imaginative rice, polenta, baccala and beans.
Rice comes from Arabic regions, and was used to prepare more
than 40 different types of dishes, however the most famous is
“risi e bisi” a soup with rice and peas. The reason being that the
Republic of Venice had a tight business relationship with these
countries. In 1500 the Serenissima imposed on farmers the cultivation of corn, which started with the use of polenta, another
great MUST to try, which lead to a well deserved title, The of
gold of Veneto.
Usually served with meat, fish, salami and cheese. You can’t say
that you have tried the best of Venetian cuisine until you have
tried it! Our famous pasta and bean soup is made with lentils
that are very rich and nutrients. Finally let’s talk about seafood,
Bacala which is served all year round as an aperitif, starter or
even a main course. The Vicenza style Bacala is a completely
different version, it’s soaked in milk and cooked slowly and then
served with hot polenta.

Typical tradit
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Enjoy tasting a vast amount of local products such as cured
meat, cheese, Radicchio from Treviso and Bigoli in sauce(a
particular type of pasta with anchovies and onion). Discover
the spices like pepper, cinnamon, cloves and sultanas, used in
many typical traditional dishes. What could be better than drinking a good glass of wine whilst dining.
Veneto is considered to be the leading producer of wine in Italy.
Taking you on an imaginary journey through the vineyards in
Italy, starting in the province of Verona il Bardolino, Soave, Lugana, Valpolicella DOC, the famous Amorone delle Valpolicella.
Moving on to the province of Vicenza you will come across
Lessini Durello DOC, Gambellara and Colli Berici, where Tai is
produced until recently is was known as Tocai.
High quality wine such as Breganze, sweet Torcolato,
Vespaiolo,and Marzemino Doc are all produced in this area.
Whereas in Padova amongst the Euganei Hills you can sip a
glass of Fior d’Arancio DOCG, in Treviso and Venice you can
taste some of the best Prosecco, produced in Montello, Asolani
Hills, Conegliano Valdobbiadene.

From food to
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Rizzante Hotels
via Dante Alighieri, 20/B
30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)
Ph. +39.0421.382033
booking@rizzantehotels.com
www.rizzantehotels.com
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